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“The Call of the Abyss” Project
The third expedition of 2004: Krubera Cave - 2080m
On behalf of the Ukrainian Speleological Association, I am happy
to inform speleologists around the world about a historic accomplishment: the ﬁrst
2000m+ cave on Earth became a reality.
The 2000m milestone in deep cave explorations has been vanquished in Krubera
Cave (Arabika Massif, Western Caucasus, Abkhazia) during the third expedition of
“The Call of the Abyss” project, conducted between October 1-28.
The expedition led by Yury Kasjan was composed of nine Ukrainian cavers representing caving clubs of Yalta, Kiev, Kharkov and Uzhgorod (Igor Ishchenko,
Sergey Bogutsky, Dmitry Furnik, Kirill Gostev, Ilja Lapa, Ekaterina Medvedeva,
Emil Vash and Vladimir Djachenko). The main goal was to continue exploring the
new section discovered by the previous Ukr.S.A. expedition in August, in which
the depth record had been set up at -1825m.

Based in the camp at -1645m behind the ﬁrst sifon, the group of ﬁve cavers
explored a lead deviating from the main branch several tens of meters above the
terminal sifon. The newly explored part, named “Windows”, consist of a series of
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inclined passages and vertical pits (up to 40m deep), which form a complex strucMark Passerby
ture in plan and proﬁle of the total length of 1070m and depth of 290m. No big
P.O. Box 80693
stream (active collector) has been encountered so far. The new part has ended with
Lansing, MI 48908
a dry chamber (named “Game Over”) plugged with sandy and silt sediments. There
are many side openings through the Windows series suggesting good possibilities
for further exploration, including advance in depth.
Most of the activities depicted
Based on a standard topographic survey of the post-sifon section below -1440m,
herein carry a signiﬁcant risk of
made during the August and October expeditions (Suunto compass & clinometer
personal injury or death. Caving,
and DisoLite laser distometer; BCRA Grade 3-4), added to the previous Ukr.S.A.
cavedigging and other underground
survey for the whole cave, the total depth of the cave is estimated to be -2080m.
The 2000m mark and the lowest point were reached on October 19. With the
activities are inherently
entrance located at the altitude of about 2250m, the deepest point of the cave has
dangerous. The owner of
reached the altitude of 170m above sea level, but it has not reached the top of the
Caves.com does not recommend
phreatic zone yet. The system is hydrologically linked with major springs located
that anyone participate in these
at 1m and 50m altitudes at the Black Sea cost at the distance of 13-16km, and also
activities unless they are experts
to submarine springs. Such a low gradient (less than 170m/13,000m) suggests
the generally low hydraulic resistance of the deep sections of the massif, which is
or have trained with qualiﬁed and
probably because well developed conduit porosity had formed during Pleistocene
knowledgeable individuals.
periods of low sea level stands, when the drainage level was at much lower position than at present.
Exploration of the ﬁrst 2000m+ deep cave on Earth was claimed as the ultimate goal of “The Call of the Abyss” Project run by the Ukr.
S.A. during last four years. The world’s depth record in Krubera Cave was ﬁrst established at -1710m by the Ukr.S.A. expedition in January 2001. During this year the advance in 370m has been made, unparalleled in the history of deep cave explorations. Despite of the fact
that the goal has been reached, the “The Call of the Abyss” Project has still much work to do to fully explore Krubera Cave and to “grow
up” another 2000m+ cave in the Aladaglar Massif in Turkey, yet another project study area.
The expeditions of the Project this year have been supported by the National Geographic Society.
-- Alexander Klimchouk, the Project leader
President of the Ukrainian Speleological Association
Dr.Alexander Klimchouk
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Phone: +380-4473-30194,
Mobile: +380-50-1668243
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Exploring the Hard Side of Caving

The Raders Valley Project
by Mark Passerby
Raders Valley, located just west of Lewisburg, WV, has long been our diggers paradise. Most of its known
caves have been discovered over the years by our group’s digging efforts. Zicafoose Blowhole, Bobcat Blowhole, Freelanders Well, Middle Earth, and Deels Hole are a few of the substantial caves that now tally over 4.5
miles of previously unknown passageways. Exploration and mapping of these caves have begun to help unravel
the mysteries of the many blowing holes that continue to serve as our “diggers motivation.”
My personal involvement in the project began 13 years ago with the successful opening of Zicafoose Blowhole.
The cave quickly became exceptionally tough and proved to be beyond my comfort level at the time. Fortunately, on the night of the initial breakthrough Jim Tompkins and Mike Dore had become involved. Jim, Mike
and a few others --largely motivated by the energy of Jim Tompkins -- would go on to discover about a mile of
passage that is now displayed on page 1 of our 35-page, PDF-formatted working map. (View Map Book online
at www.caves.com/zicmap.pdf.) But the source of the wind could not be found and exploration in Zicafoose
Blowhole soon ceased.
Some 13 years later Bob Kirk, Aaron Bird and I would return to Zicafoose Blowhole and enlarge the tight areas,
step by step, using a clever invention of Bob’s that we dubbed “muzzminers.” These rock rippers paved the way
for discovery! The new discoveries and subsequent mapping in Zicafoose, as well as Bobcat, Middle Earth, and
Deels Hole, created a pile of survey data that would become the evolving focus of my interest.
Choosing Software for the Project
The project initially used Compass Survey Software for its data processing. Data was compiled and a line/wall
plot generated. Then, using various other programs I would “morph” the scanned sketches to ﬁt the line plot.
This approach ultimately resulted in a working map of decent quality, albeit still not much closer to a ﬁnal
drafted map. Other programs, such as Carto and Winkarst, have continued or expanded on this raster/scanned
sketchbook approach, with Carto even beginning to add some basic drawing functions. These raster approaches
all share a common foundation of assembling sketches and working map pieces, then virtually tacking them to
the line plot. If the survey changes due to corrections and loop closure, the composition of scanned and assembled sketches will adjust accordingly.
The scanned sketch approach, however, doesn’t force the project cartographer to actually begin drawing or
working towards a ﬁnal high-quality map. The lack of a “draw as you go” workﬂow has often produced (as
many of us can recall) huge piles of accumulated data and stacks of sketch books full of long since forgotten
passages. This kind of project eventually requires volunteers to devote large amounts of time to attempt a ﬁnal
map draft. And this is often made more difﬁcult due to missing sections of survey, inaccurate data, and poor
sketch quality. Thus the term “remap” was born.
A “draw as you go” workﬂow spreads the drawing workload over the life of the project and additionally provides tangible “near ﬁnished” results to those involved in the project. Ultimately, this jump forward provides
exponential beneﬁts and brings into the mix a dizzying array of new ways to present and explore the visual data.
But at the same time, the digital working map must correctly conform to an ever-changing survey database.
Vitally important to this process is software that treats various objects of the working map differently when features need to be adjusted. Passage outlines, for instance, must be reshaped or “morphed” in a way that depends
on the shifts of nearby survey vectors. Other features, such as text, symbols, and cross sections, must be translated and scaled so that they keep their survey-relative positions. If this is not done regularly, the working map
can’t be used directly to produce an accurate ﬁnished map or in some cases even a useful provisional map. The
drawings simply won’t align with the latest data compilation and resultant line plot.
Until now this has been the cave cartographer’s main problem with the approach of “draw as you go,” especially as it relates to large cave systems where many line plot shifts and data changes occur through error discovery
and loop closure.

The SVG Solution
The solution, which I will discuss in brief here, is a quickly emerging image format named Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG). This complex 2D format was spurred forward in 1998 by proposals submitted to the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) by software developers, including Adobe, IBM, Netscape, Sun, HP, Macromedia,
Microsoft, and Visio. This led to the ﬁrst draft of the SVG Speciﬁcation in February of 1999. From this beginning point the SVG format, which is XML-based, quickly took hold among cartographers and GIS specialists.
How the format beneﬁts the cave cartographer is nothing short of astounding!

Walls Survey Software and the Raders Project
During the 2003 NSS Convention in California I had the good fortune to attend a talk by George Veni who
demonstrated a program called Walls. Quite ironically, at the same event I was giving talks on morphing working sketch scans or what are more commonly known as raster images. In contrast to this approach, Walls deals
directly with vector-based images and more importantly with the problem of “merging” them with output from
a commercial drawing program. Veni’s demonstration, as well as the demo in the Walls program download,
shows a cave with hundreds of loops and drawn wall outlines being morphed to ﬁt a very complex adjusted line
plot -- in seconds! Absolutely amazing, is what I thought as I walked out of the room, dizzy with thoughts of
new possibilities for the Raders Project. Now I would actually have to draw, and not only draw but also become
proﬁcient enough to keep the drawing updated with the continuing inﬂux of survey data and sketches.
Zicafoose Blowhole would become the ﬁrst cave in the Raders Project to have a “draw as you go” map that
automatically tracks an ever-changing set of survey lines. Adobe Illustrator (v10 or CS) was chosen as the drawing tool because of its ability to import and export SVGs that become part of a process known as roundtripping.
Roundtripping, however, has no utility in small caves, or for that matter caves whose surveys contain no loops.
It is strictly a function for bigger cave projects where error discovery and loop closures require readjustment of
the line plot. For such projects roundtripping becomes an essential part of the “draw as you go” method of mapping.

SVG Roundtripping
The process begins with raw survey data entry in Walls. The data is then compiled and exported as a line plot
in the SVG ﬁle format. The ﬁle’s content is actually more complex than a simple line plot as it contains predeﬁned layers and special tags that make subsequent versions of the map updateable. Next, the ﬁle is opened
or placed in the master Illustrator document, the “draw as you go” cave project, where complex detail (such as
boulders, formations, and wall outlines) is added and placed in the pre-deﬁned layers as described in the Walls
manual. Once the detail is added, the document is saved from Illustrator as an SVG image. Usually “_mrg” is
appended to the ﬁle name to signify to the cartographer that the ﬁle is usable as a “merge” ﬁle, or source SVG
for Walls.
After the next survey trip more data is entered into Walls and another SVG image generated. This time though,
in the Walls SVG Export dialog, the latest SVG ﬁle saved from Illustrator is selected to be an SVG source ﬁle.
Whenever such a ﬁle is speciﬁed, the export operation will adjust and merge its contents with the latest set of
survey data objects. After a mouse click and a few seconds’ wait, an updated SVG map is produced.
Once again this new SVG ﬁle from Walls is opened in Illustrator so that more detail can be added to the growing cave’s line plot. The roundtripped SVG is therefore sharing additions from both Walls and Illustrator, with
Walls adjusting Illustrator artwork to ﬁt an evolving cave survey. From here, the sky is the limit.

Off and Running
After several trips the processes necessary to maintain a correct “draw as you go” project became clear, but
something else became evident to me. Buried within the Walls/Illustrator roundtripping process is the ability,
while in the cave, to rapidly add incredible amounts of detail “on the ﬂy” to a running survey line plot. This
would require the use of a ruggedized laptop or tablet PC. Getac (www.getac.com) provided us with our ﬁrst
opportunity to put my ideas to the test on the Raders Project. They sent us their Model W130, running Windows XP,
with a touch screen and full keyboard to use in-cave for a
couple of months. For transportation we used (and still use)
modiﬁed Pelican 1490 cases (see picture below). These
stout cases can easily carry the rugged PC and an external
battery pack for extended run times, with room for some
personal gear as well. If need be, the remainder of personal
gear normally carried by the sketcher on a traditional cave
survey can be divided over the remaining team members.
The process does indeed work. As my knowledge of
what it takes to draw electronically in-cave has increased,
several critical factors necessary to realize real gains in
efﬁciency have become evident. First, the in-cave elecAuthor using Fujitsu Stylistic 2300 in Zicafoose tronic sketcher needs a high level of out-of-cave experito enter data and add detail to running lineplot. ence with the Illustrator program. This familiarity combined with a master Illustrator ﬁle that’s fully stocked
with an organized library of drag-and-drop cave symbols
and brush patterns can make the process very rewarding and efﬁcient. Though labor heavy on the font end,
such preparation can result in rapid gains in efﬁciency
once you’re fully set up! A pile of breakdown becomes
as simple as tap, stroke, and then move on to the next
item of detail. A soda straw: just tap, tap, and move on.
After the trip, the detailed drawings done electronically
in-cave are added to the master “draw as you go” project
ﬁle. Then the fun really starts!(A sample section of passage drawn in-cave on the Stylistic 2300 can be viewed
at http://tinyurl.com/6usqx)

A Note about Ruggedized PCs

Bob Kirk carrying the modiﬁed Pelican 1490 into
Zicafoose Blowhole for an in-cave draw as we go
survey trip

Obviously a $4,000-plus Getac is out of reach for most
of us, so I began to experiment with other units as I became familiar with the processing needs of the “draw as
you go” project. For Zicafoose Blowhole we currently have a Fujitsu Stylistic 2300 tablet PC running Win98
with 160 MB of RAM and a 266 MHz processor. This processor/RAM conﬁguration is ﬁne; however, the Stylistic tablet models lack keyboards for quick data entry and are not ruggedized. Therefore, both Bob and I have
purchased Panasonic Toughbooks (Model CF-27) with 266 MHz processors and 160 MB of RAM running Windows 98. These two units, which we found at less than $200 each, have a keyboard and are exceptionally rugged. Additionally, the Toughbooks are compatible with our choice of external batteries needed for the extended
run times of a cave survey. NOTE: The current version of Illustrator (CS or v11) won’t install on Windows 98
but Illustrator 10 is compatible and still available online on sites such as Ebay.

The PDF Map Book
Perhaps the most rewarding part of the entire Raders Project has become what I have dubbed the PDF Map
Book. The electronic format of this book (PDF format) allows the project participants to completely explore
the cave project in incredible detail, page by page, via simple mouse clicks. Online it will display in the project
participant’s web browser in a lower resolution called “Fast Web View.” Alternatively, it can be saved to a PC/
MAC desktop and opened in Adobe’s Acrobat Reader with a much higher display resolution. Each page or the
entire book can be printed for hard copy reference as well. The Raders Project participants will receive, generally within a week of a survey trip, an updated link to the newest version of the PDF Map Book where they can
view and explore the fruits of their labor. (You may view the PDF Map Book for Zicafoose Blowhole by going
to www.caves.com/zicmap.pdf. The aerial and topographic overlay pages are disabled to protect the cave’s entrance location from general online display). From the cartographer’s point of view the map book is once again
labor heavy on the front end. After formatting is complete, however, the addition of new working map pages
becomes quite simple. Three products are used regularly in the PDF Map Book portion of the project: Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and ﬁnally Adobe Acrobat to generate the PDF Map Book ﬁle.

Complexities Made Simple
The PDF and SVG ﬁle formats both give the digital cave cartographer, through carefully selected choices, the
ability to display incredibly complex sets of overlapping passages. Within SVG this is accomplished by subgrouping levels of passages nested inside the pre-deﬁned groups of the original SVG generated by Walls. The
SVG can then very easily be embedded in an HTML Web page. Placing simple scripts inside the HTML portion
allows certain functions (such as turning selected layers on and off) to be performed by the online user. For
example, if three levels of passages were stacked upon each other, it would be easy to script a few check boxes
to allow the user to view the different levels independently. An early map of Zicafoose Blowhole that has this
feature is accessible at www.cavediggers.com/fullmap2.html. (Viewing it on a PC requires Internet Explorer
with Adobe’s SVG plug-in installed.)
I suspect that with the growing popularity of SVG, images in that format will become natively viewable in most
browsers without the need to download the plug-in from Adobe’s Web site. The PDF version allows for complex overlapping passages to be displayed, with the cartographer choosing colors for passage ﬂoors or outlines
to signify different levels. The levels can be made “clickable” within the PDF book so that a user wishing to
view only a particular level can, with a mouse click, jump to a corresponding set of map book pages. Obviously,
when the cave system is very complex the decisions of the project cartographer will bear heavily on the overall
functionality and ease of use of the PDF Map Book.

Details and Purchasing Information for Items Mentioned:
1) Starting set of Illustrator Cave Symbols at www.cavediggers.com/Symbols.zip.
2) Walls Online Printable PDF Format Manual at www.cavediggers.com/walls32.pdf.
3) Walls Survey Software at www.utexas.edu/depts/tnhc/.www/tss/Walls/tsswalls.htm.
4) External batteries (15v) to run the Toughbook line of rugged PCs are approximately $180 each with shipping.
(See model PM-148 at www.bixnet.com/unpowbat.html .)
5) Pelican 1490’s can be found on Ebay for $125-140 and modiﬁed with hardware found locally.
6) For Toughbooks (CF-27) and other new or refurbished other models, contact Greg Doyon at Telrepco, Inc.
(203) 284-5239, (800) 537-0509 x239, gdoyon@telrepco.com , www.telrepcoPCstore.com.

Review of Nite Hawk’s Digital ECO Headlamp by Tommy Shifflett
Nite Hawk, out of British Columbia, is best known for manufacturing lights for bicyclists.
Lately, they have focused attention in manufacturing a new headlamp called the ECO, which
uses a new super bright LED emitter made by LUXEON. Thanks to Nite Hawk the author
was able to test this light for caving use during an April, 2005 expedition to explore and map
“J2”, a deep prospect located by the US Deep Caving Team in the Cueva Cheve’ proximity,
in the Sierra de Juarez mountains of Mexico, currently at -1,101 meters depth.
Nite Hawk manufactures two types of the ECO headlamp – a digital microprocessor
controlled version, and a direct switch version having 10% and 100% power settings. This
review focuses on the digital version which was used at J2.
The microprocessor controller offers 6 power settings; 3%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%;
5 flash function settings: 10% power flash, 100% power flash, beacon, strobe, and SOS; a
demonstration mode which will automatically sequence through all 11 light settings; a power
reserve mode which automatically detects and indicates low batteries power, and then powers
down to 10% light output for additional run time, and allowing toggling between the 10% and
3% power settings. In addition to these settings, the microprocessor controller optimizes
between using “AA” alkaline or Ni-MH batteries; and running on only 2 – “AA” batteries in
either an emergency or swapping out fresh batteries. Also, another feature is a master power
switch on the battery case which turns off battery power to the headpiece. This is a nice feature when transporting the light when
batteries are in the compartment, eliminating accidental turning on of the light and draining the batteries. Below is an estimate of
run times taken from a chart by Nite Hawk:
Light Output
3%
10%
25%
50%
75%
100%

AA Alkaline
Full Battery
Run Times
270 hrs
64 hrs
25 hrs
11 hrs
6.5 hrs
5 hrs

AA Alkaline
Reserve Power
10% Light Output
6 hrs
13 hrs
89 hrs
128 hrs

AA 1,800 mA Ni-MH
Full Battery
Run Times
180 hrs
46 hrs
18 hrs
9 hrs
6.5 hrs
5 hrs

AA Ni MH
Reserve Power
10% Light Output
1 hrs
1.5 hrs
1.5 hrs
1.5 hrs

Distance
(meters/feet)
4 / 13
12 / 40
30 / 98
60 / 197
90 / 295
120 / 394

Night Hawk provided run times for flash mode and SOS however, for caving this is of little use and will not be covered here. For
additional information the reader is directed to Night Hawk’s web site at http://www.nite-hawk.com.
Night Hawk’s specification sheet notes use of a total internal reflection (TIR) optical lens for intensifying the light output.
Whatever they have done, it seems to have worked. During use in some caves the ECO was noticeably brighter than some other
commercially available single LED headlamps that were being used. In addition, the light appears to be quite durable, and the
headpiece water resistant. I had no problem with condensation of any kind or water buildup behind the lens while using around
waterfalls in J2, where spray can be quite intense. Nite Hawk makes no claim for the battery case to be waterproof. While I did not
submerge the battery case, it too had no condensation inside from exposure to spray from waterfalls. I do like the flat, compact
battery case. Larger battery cases have a tendency to force your face down towards the floor in crawls, and can be quite an
annoyance catching on the ceiling. No such problem with the ECO.
There are probably more power settings than needed for most cavers however, the range of power settings is sure to satisfy most
needs. For me, I never used the 3% setting, though it could come in handy in an emergency. I mostly used 10%, 25%, and 50%.
The 50% is satisfactory for most walking size passages. However, the 100% is really nice for spotting far away leads, or looking
across large rooms for which the light does a very good job. The 10% setting is adequate for crawlways and narrow walking size
passages. One set of batteries will be adequate for most caving trips up to 12 to 15 hour duration for most types of caves. A second
backup set should surely last as long as the caver for a single daytrip.
While I liked the light and look forward to using it again, there are some improvements that I believe could make the light much
better for caving. For starters, the coiled cable between the headpiece and battery case may be more prone to snagging and wear in
narrow passageways. A non coiled cable will probably work best, however more testing is needed to see just how the cable will
perform under these conditions. A slightly larger mount for the headpiece would allow easier bolting of the mount to the helmet (I
prefer a rigid connection to the helmet as opposed to fastening the elastic bands over the helmet). The most important improvement
would be the ability to manipulate the light beam. The ECO provides undoubtedly a bright enough beam to see far in the cave, but
it is for the most part a narrow beam. A wide beam, providing more peripheral vision would be best while traversing within the
cave. If the headpiece could be made to adjust the beam from wide to narrow and vice versa, I believe a more perfect light would be
developed for caving. Given Nite Hawk’s TIR lens for shining a bright beam, the perfect caving light just might be had.
Tommy Shifflett

Photo Credit: Kasia and Marcin

The Anthron Double Stop Descender
by Aaron Bird
(DSD-30) is a unique rappelling device designed and produced by the
Anthron Company of Izola, Slovenia. This descender features two protruding “lobes,” one on the handle and another on the rope holder, that give
it excellent stopping capabilities. The descender is 190-mm long, 76-mm
wide, and 25-mm thick, and has a mass of 340 grams. The DSD-30 has a
working load of 340 kN (~900 lbs force).
I evaluated the Anthron DSD-30 in a variety of conditions including aboveand below-ground drops. Above-ground evaluation was done on a rappelling tower and in-cave evaluations were conducted on 4 separate drops,
each repeated approximately 8 times over of the course of several months.
Rappelling tower drops were 15’, 20’, and 30’, and in-cave drops were
45’, 17’, 25’, and 30’ in depth, respectively. Three different thicknesses of
kernmantle rope were rigged on these drops including 5/16”, 7/16”, and 9
mm. Ropes ranged in age from new (clean, pliable) to old (~10 years, very
stiff, very dirty). Finally, the drops included ideal rigging situations on the
rappel tower, in-cave rebelays, tight rigging conditions, and exposed rigging conditions.
Figure 1. Anthron Double-Stop DeThe Anthron DSD-30 used in this review is shown in Figure 1 rigged for
scender (DSD-30) in use. Photo by Bob
double-stop capabilities. The descender may also be rigged for “singlestop” Kirk.
as well (see Figure 4). A French Wrap was used during trials for
an added safety feature and to become comfortable using the wrap as a
backup.
PERFORMANCE DURING IDEAL ABOVE-GROUND RAPPELLING CONDITIONS
Above-ground rappelling trials of the DSD-30 were conducted on the
WVACS Rappelling Tower1. Rappels were made from heights of 15’,
20’, and 30’ above the ground on supple 9-mm and stiff 7/16” ropes.
The device was rigged using the double-stop rig and single-stop rig
with French Wrap backup. Figure 2 shows a close-up of the doublestop rigging diagram located on the rappelling device. Figure 3 shows
the descender used with the French Wrap.
Double-stop rappels on 9-mm rope were easy to control and smooth.
Upon squeezing the handle of the device, there is a ﬁne “middle” point
between each of “stops.” Maintaining this middle point with supple
9-mm rope is easy and intuitive. Upon releasing the handle, the device
immediately stops the rappeller. Squeezing the handle into the device
also immediately stops the rappeller. For rappels on old, stiff 7/16”
rope, the double-stop rig proved slow and somewhat difﬁcult. Feeding
rope into the device from below is relatively unsuccessful so bouncing
was necessary for rappelling when using the double-stop rig with the
older ropes.
Figure 2. Diagram for double-stop rig of
1

WVACS is the abbreviation for the “West Virginia Association for Cave Studies,”
which has a cave research ﬁ eld station near Frankford, WV.

DSD-30 Descender. Photo by Aaron Bird

Single-stop rappels on 9-mm rope were fast. Having the French Wrap as a backup was a blessing. Even with
good control and a backup, single-stop rappels on on 9-mm diameter rope or smaller can be dangerous! Singlestop rappels on stiff 7/16” rope were smooth and easy to control. In the single-stop rig, the device stops when
released, but not when tightly squeezed because there is no safe “middle point.” Single-stop rigging of the
DSD-30 is somewhat similar to other descenders in that the hip or leg can be used for added friction. Singlestop
rigging should be used with caution on small diameter ropes, and with a safety backup, i.e. bottom belay or
French Wrap.

Figure 3. Using Anthron in double-stop rig with French Wrap safety. Tom’s Drop, Zicafoose
Blowhole, WV. Photo by Bob Kirk.
PERFORMANCE DURING IN-CAVE RAPPELLING CONDITIONS
In-cave rappelling trials of the DSD-30 were conducted in Zicafoose Blowhole (ZBH), a cave in West Virginia,
United States, currently being explored and mapped. The cave has a number of tight squeezes and narrow canyons including drops with very cramped conditions at the tops. The bottoms of all pits are open and relatively
roomy.
During exploration of the near-entrance passages in the early 1990s, 7/16” kernmantle caving ropes were rigged
at all drops except the ﬁrst, which was rigged and derigged for each trip. The ropes in the cave were used for
approximately 15 trips over the course of about two years. The cave is dry in the winter when it sucks in cold
air from the outside, but somewhat muddy in the summer time when it is blowing out cool moist air from deep
within the cave. During the period of time when the in-cave ropes were used, they became very mud covered
and experienced a decade of drying and moistening before they were used again recently when exploration and
survey resumed in winter 2003.

The DSD-30 descender was used on one of the drops (25’) originally rigged in the 1990s using the single-stop
descender rig (see Figure 4). It was difﬁcult bending the stiff rope enough to put it into the descender and after
going over the lip, feeding and bouncing were necessary to get started. After rappelling a few feet, however,
descent was smoother.
After the initial return trips to reassess the cave, all of the ropes in the cave were replaced with new 5/16” and
9-mm ropes. Rappels conducted on these ropes using the double-stop rig were easy to control. Plus, the doublestop feature of the descender provided the beneﬁt of being able to let go of the mainline at any time. This is not
a standard practice in most rappelling circumstances. However, in ZBH there are rather difﬁ cult rigging conditions, so when large and heavy packs are brought, having both hands free to maneuver packs and other equipment is a much more efﬁ cient process and increases the safety level. Through the winter of 2003 and into the
summer of 2004, the DSD-30 was used on four separate drops at least 8 times each and the device performed
exceptionally, whether using the double- or single-stop rig.
As the weather changed, the outside temperature began to increase and by middle to late spring, the airﬂow in
ZBH had reversed. This resulted in cool moist air being sucked from deep within the cave and blown out the
entrance. Over the course of approximately two months, the normally dry portions of the cave became rather
damp, so that dried mud on the walls and ﬂ oor of the cave became wet and sticky. This mud was tracked
through the cave on the explorers coveralls and cave packs and subsequently began to build up on the ropes
making them stiff.
Use of the DSD-30 in these conditions necessitated rigging with the single-stop rig in order for descents to
be smooth. A “look-ma, no hands” approach was still possible, but care was taken to ensure that there was no
“creeping” down the rope, especially on smaller diameter ropes.
CONCLUSIONS
The Anthron DSD-30 descender is light, easy to use, and provides smooth
rappelling on supple ropes of 7/16” or less in diameter. The descender is very
compatible with the Frog ascending system and is conducive to use in caves that
have rebelays and difﬁ cult rigging. The descender does not perform as well in
extremely muddy situations and care must always be taken when the device is
used in the single-stop rig manner. For safety purposes, the best use of the descender is in the double-stop conﬁ guration, and the rappeller should not get into
the habit of using hands-free manuevering unless absolutely necessary.
I believe the best situation where the Anthron DSD-30 could be used is in teaching people how to rappel. This device, when properly rigged and used, is very
safe. In addition, the double stop capability allows a beginner to focus only on
getting down the rope by squeezing on the handle until the “middle point” is
found. Rappellers don’t have to worry about which side of their body the rope
goes over and how much friction to apply against their back or leg or how to
move the bars of a rappelling rack. Also, in the double-stop rig, a bottom belay
becomes much more effective, if needed, due to the lobed design of the rope
Figure 4. DSD-30 rigged in the
“single-stop” manner on old 7/16”
holder, which is pulled further into the device as more force is applied on the
rope from the belayer below. For the more experienced user of the Anthron DSD-kernmantle rope. Photo by Bob Kirk.
30, bottom belays may be eliminated -provided the trainer feels this is appropriate- because the likelihood of an out-of-control rappel is extremely small in comparison to other descenders.
Finally, one of the most important features of this descender is that it does not have to be removed from the
rappeller’s harness to be attached to the rope, and once attached, can not be detached from the rope until it is

unloaded and the rope holder is physically opened.
Personally, my descender of choice has been a rack. I’ve also used other descenders, including Whalestails,
SkyGenies, spools, bobbins, etc. The Anthron DSD-30 is somewhat like a bobbin, but with a much better design
due to the double-stop “lobes” and its relatively small size. In fact, I believe the DSD-30 is the single most
sophisticated descender I have ever used. I did not test it on long drops, so I do not know the longest drop it will
handle. Since it is of the “bobbin class” of descender, I believe it could be used by a highly experienced
vertical caver for drops of up to 200’. Again, personally, I like racks because they’re so versatile, and for what I
consider longer drops, i.e. 150’+, I’ll be using a rack. However, for the vast majority of caving I do, the Anthron
DSD-30 will get me to the bottom safely and efﬁciently. I would recommend this descender to any vertical
caver interested in trying a new rappelling device.
PROS and CONS of the Anthron DSD-30 Descender
PROS

CONS

Light and compact -- will easily ﬁt in a cave
pack and hang neatly from a caver’s harness

Cost -- price for the DSD-30 can be as much
as $100 US

Safe -- double-stop rig means that the descender will stop when released and stop
when squeezed... descent occurs when the
“middle point” is found

Not a variable-friction rappelling/lowering device -- this descender is not a variable-friction
lowering device, so it shouldn’t be used for
rescue lowering, although it will resist (hold
up) the force of several large men (~900 lbs of
force)

Compatible with Frog -- easily ﬁts into the
motions of rebelays and change overs that a
Frog ascending system is well suited for

Useable only on 7/16” or smaller ropes -works best on clean 5/16” or 9-mm ropes

Good for beginners -- easy to operate
Has a rigging diagram -- the double-stop rigging diagram is engraved into it so users will
always know how to attach it to the rope

Poor performer in very muddy conditions -mud can become lodged inside the rope
holder and increase friction
Potentially dangerous for smaller ropes -when rigged in single-stop manner... however,
double-stop rig is safe

Visit Anthron’s Website at:
http://www.anthron.si
Purchase Anthron Products at:

Inner Mountain Outﬁtters
http://www.caves.org/imo

Local spelunkers map Main Drain, Utah’s deepest cave
By BRYCE PETERSEN JR. www.standard.net

3D Map images of Main Drain http://www.caves.org/grotto/timpgrotto/VRML.html
After many summers of “jumping down pits” in the Tony Grove area, Ryan Shurtz ﬁnally found the big one.
The 25-year-old Clearﬁeld resident had been working for more than two years on the Tony Grove project, which aims to
map and GPS all of the caves in this, Utah’s most concentrated location, when, in September 2003, he dropped into yet
another 200-foot vertical cave.
This September, that cave was certiﬁed as the deepest in Utah. The
cave, for years known as Deception Pit, is now named Main Drain
Cave. The name comes from the highest hopes of Tony Grove cavers - that they would eventually ﬁnd a “main drain” that drained the area’s
countless watery caves and icy sinkholes into one channel that would
leave a path large enough to follow to somewhere near the outlet.
The breakthrough came when Shurtz climbed an icy chimney inside
the 260-foot pit. He was 60 feet off the bottom (with nothing to break
his fall but a few friends on the ground below) when he found the
small tunnel that led to the rest of Main Drain. After the short, small
tunnel, the cave opened up. On subsequent visits, the group dropped
into several pits as deep as the ﬁrst, rappeled down a series of waterfalls as tall as 220 feet, wound through tiny slots and
spent a lot of time wading through 37-degree water. Main Drain is 1,173 feet deep, and counting. The surveying was
stopped by snow, not by the end of the cave. Based on the estimates of a few cavers who took a brief, unofﬁcial look at the
next passage, that passage drops about 200 feet immediately after the last survey point.
Jon Jasper, director of the Tony Grove project and Timpanogos Cave National Monument, said there is a real possibility
that the cave could end up deeper than 1,604 feet, the depth of New Mexico’s Lechuguilla Cave, the deepest in the continental United States. The purpose of the Tony Grove survey is “to ﬁnd and explore big caves,” Jasper said. “We thought
we’d see caves over 400 feet deep,” he said. “We never thought we’d see one 1,000 feet deep. So this is cool.”
According to a U.S. Geological Survey dye test, the water eventually surfaces at Wood Camp Springs, more than 3,000
feet below the cave’s entrance. So the cave could be that deep, but chances are something will stop the cavers long before
that. “It’s already almost ended itself a couple of times,” Shurtz said. In fact, if a harsh winter signiﬁcantly increases the
water ﬂow inside the cave, the explorers may never make it to this season’s stopping point again. At one point, the water
is funneled into a small tunnel, with only a foot of air above the torrent. “You’re basically sticking your lips to the ceiling. If it (the water level) raises about a foot, then you’re done,” Shurtz said. The cave can be compared to some of Zion
National Park’s best and most difﬁcult narrows: four drops of more than 100 feet. Towering slots; rushing tributaries; a
long, winding, wide-open section. But there are some important differences: There is no light, little life and no escape.
It’s “eternally dark,” as Dave Shurtz, Ryan’s father, puts it. Deep in the cave, there are no bats, no moss and certainly no
ferns. While you can count on Zion’s narrows ending eventually, in this cave, there is no outlet. Cavers come out the way
they came in, climbing back up the ropes and emerging 12 to 14 hours later. “You go in in the dark, you’re in the dark all
day and you come out in the dark,” Ryan Shurtz said.
This summer, Shurtz made 10 trips to Main Drain, exploring and carefully measuring the cave’s dimensions. Several others have been involved, including Dave Shurtz, Jasper, photographer Brandon Kowalis and Thomas Haskett, Deception
Pit’s ﬁrst surveyor. The trips are brutal. As Kowalis says, “It’s amazing once you’re out of there, but it can be miserable
while you’re inside.” If the cave gets much deeper, it may become an overnight trip, Dave Shurtz said. They’ve found a
nice camping spot -- other than the “eternally dark” factor -- in a room they call High and Dry. That’s the last spot on the
journey where Ryan Shurtz still feels “warm and happy.” But then the cave drops 178 feet, and they rarely leave the frigid
water again. “The hard part now is ﬁnding somebody who’ll go back,” he said.
Main Drain Cave is a constant 38 degrees. The water that ﬂows, falls and pools throughout the cave is one degree cooler.
The dolomite on the walls is “jagged, angular and sharp”; even a minor fall can be deadly.

Best Little Descender To Ever Slide Down A Rope
by Bonnie Crystal

I’ve been using the SRTE Stop Descender (SRTE Australia brand) for over 10 years. It is by far the
best descender I’ve ever slid down a rope on... and I’ve tried or owned most of the popular caving
descenders on the market.
The SRTE Stop is a dynamically-variable-friction descender. The friction surfaces are cast and
milled stainless steel. The handle and side plates act as heat sinks to dissipate the heat from the friction surfaces.

SRTE (Australia) Stop Descender
It may be red and look like a Petzl Stop, but that is where the similarity ends!
If you see a friend with one of these, make sure to borrow it for a drop or two. I’m sure you will agree it’s
reaaallly sweeeet!
The performance, and especially the safety, is superior to a rack. Indeed it is more
like a 3-dimensional rack than it is like other “bobbins”. You can adjust the friction
instantaneously as you rappel. The friction adjustment is easier and quicker than
sliding bars on a rack. For longer than 600ft drops, due to some heat, it is necessary
to go slower than a full size long 6-bar J-rack, unless it is a cold cave or wet rope.
It has superior heat sinking than any short rack.
Unlike some popular bobbin descenders, the handle of the SRTE Stop varies the
friction from complete STOP to complete GO, and everything in between, instantaneously letting you apply the exact friction you require. Compensation is at your
ﬁngertips for fast/slow ropes, thin ropes, stiff/muddy/frozen ropes, etc. The handle
is like an accellerator pedal... squeeze to go; squeeze some more to go fast; squeeze
less to slow down; release to brake completely. Unlike euro-bobbins there’s no
need to push the rope through it on american-style muddy rope situations.
SRT or SRTE (Single Rope Technique Equipment) is the Australian company founded by Boris Rogelja, who
holds a number of patents on descenders and other gear. All the gear they make is considered by many to be
“the rolls royce of caving and rescue gear”. Here is a link to their website: http://www.srte.com.au/products.htm
Users Manual for SRT Stops here: http://www.srte.com.au/pdf/Descenders.pdf

As you can see, there are many different models of SRTE Stop Descenders!
These include:
1. single (D1) or double (D2) ropes
2. stainless steel (-s) and aluminum (-a) sideplates
3. single (-) or double braking (-DB) action
The most common and lightest weight SRTE Stop personal version utilized by cavers is the D1a Single Rope
STANDARD Stop Descender with aluminum side plates. Is not the same as the stop-go-stop models called the
“SRTE Stop Descender with Double Brake Attachment” . I also have one of the D2 Double-Rope Stops (blue
color). The double-roper is suitable for either double rope or single rope applications, however, the slightly
heavier weight and single purpose (rappel but not belay) will probably not ﬁnd acceptance by most rock climbers (who happen to do the most double rope rappels). Sorry, I can’t report on the Double Brake Attachment on
the SRTE Stops, since I have not tried it yet.
Change-overs and lock-offs are a breeze. There is a recommended simple lock-off method for use with this
descender. I have found that it is required neither for change-overs nor most caving situations... due to the excellent security of the release-to-stop mechanism. For that extra boost of on-rope conﬁdence, I confess to using a
simpliﬁed version of the lock-off with rope simply looped around it when I have to stop on rope for extended
time. Here is a drawing of the manufacturer’s recommended lock-off.
C – LOCKING OFF
1. Lock-off – bring the tail end of the rope up and between the head of the
descender and the incoming rope.
2. Place a half hitch over the head of the descender.
3. Unlock – using a ﬁrm grip, remove the tail end of the rope from between
the head of the descender and the incoming rope – never let go of the tail
end of the rope.
4. Squeeze the handle when you are ready to descend.

SRTE gear was difﬁcult to obtain in USA for a number of years, but I just noticed that Inner Mountain Outﬁtters now has it back in stock. Here is the IMO blurb on it:
http://www.caves.org/imo/descender.htm#Bobbins
“21-3211 SRT “STOP” Descender $200.00 Back in stock!
This improvement on the classic “spool” descender offers several innovations. The auto brake is longer and
easier to use. The amount of auto-brake friction can be adjusted by rotating the eccentric pivot point, or disabled
entirely. Red anodized sideplates and rubberized handle grip. Max. load 880Kg/1,945 lbs. 14.1 oz./403g. Subject to availability. “
Five years ago, when they were getting scarce, I bought another one, so that I would never be without one if my
original was to become lost. It is the kind of heavy duty gear that will last a lifetime (...actually, it will probably
be an heirloom).
I think of it like they say in the L’oreal commercial... “It costs a little more, but I’m worth it!”
Bonnie Crystal
Disclaimer: I have no commercial connection with SRTE Australia or Inner Mountain Outﬁtters. I’m just a
caver who enjoys really excellent gear

Underground photography by Max Wisshak
The Frozen Realm of Ice Caves
From the mineralogical point of view, ice is a mineral – the crystalline phase of hydrogen-oxide. And analogue
to calcite, ice can build up speleothems such as stalagmites, stalactites, draperies and even helectites quite
similar in shape than the “classic” dropstone formations. During cold winter spells, we can observe lime lapse
dropstone formation in the entrance areas of some caves. In alpine caves, where temperatures are permanently
below freezing, all most water contributes to the buildup of ice, leading to the formation of sometimes giant ice
domes (as the title image of this issue illustrates). Other caves do not only yield ice formations but are entirely
built up by ice – such as ice tunnels and shafts in glaciers.
For me as a caver and underground photographer the frozen world of ice caves are a special realm, with a
unique esthetic atmosphere and fascination.
All shots were taken in caves of the northern Alpes (Germany and Austria) with a Nikon FM3a camera and
Nikkor 2.8/20, 2.8/28 and 1.8/50 lenses on Fuji Velvia and Kodak E100 VS slide ﬁlms. For lighting the scenes,
electric ﬂashguns as well as ﬂashbulbs of various types were applied. However, the most essential “equipment”
were my dear caving colleagues (Stefanie Wisshak, Leo Klimmer, Gaspard Magarinos and Günter Forstmaier)
who made creating those images possible with their patient assistance!
For further galleries and information on the topic of underground photography please feel free to visit my websites at www.speleo-foto.de and www.geo-images.de.
Note: All photos in this article are “clickable” and will open a 1024x768 pixel version of each of these images
that can be used as your computers desktop background.
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Introduction
Aladaglar is an outstanding limestone massif located in the Eastern Taurids Range within
Adana-Kayseri-Niğde provinces of Turkey. The massif covers an area of 800 km2 and the
local relief extends between 400m and 3750m elevations. The physiography of the area is
characterized by Fig.1.
In 2001-2004 extensive field investigations of karst and caves have been carried out in
Aladaglar under the joint Turkish-Ukrainian "Aladaglar Karst and Cave Research Project", a
part of the "Call of the Abyss Project". These studies resulted in the discovery and
exploration of about 150 caves, including the remarkable 1400m-deep Kuzgun Cave, and
provided new data and insight into regional karst evolution, hydrogeology and
geomorphology. This paper briefly overviews the project background, its preliminary results,
and gives a brief introduction to Kuzgun Cave.
Aladaglar Massif
Geology
The southerneast part of Turkey is an active plate boundary where the Arabian and the
Eurasian plates are colliding along the Bitlis-Zagros suture. The tectonics of the Aladaglar
area is dominated by the nappes structure. During Late Cretaceous pervasive SE- to SSEvergent folding and thrust faulting occurred within Mesozoic carbonate platform units,
associated with southward emplacement of a regionally extensive ophiolite. Autochtonous
carbonate formations of Jurassic to Cretaceous age crop out in the eastern part of the area.
The main part of the Aladaglar Massif is allochtonous, composed by Triassic limestones, the
largest carbonate nappe units (Siyah Aladag, Beyaz Aladag and intermediate nappes). A
nappe consisting of ophiolite mélange conceals the boundary between the allochtonous and
autochtonous units along the eastern side (Plate 1).
The marine sedimentation ended in the Central Taurus in Late Eocene, and was followed
by folding, thrusting and regional emergence above eustatic sealevel (Jaffey and Robertson,
2005). Considerable topography, including the proto-Taurus Mountains, had been established
since Oligocene, promoting progressive erosion of the widespread ophiolitic rocks. By Late
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Miocene the ophiolitic cover had been removed over considerable areas, revealing Mesozoic
carbonate rocks of Aladaglar. The regional evolution is believed to be closely guided by the
Ecemis Fault Zone that borders Aladaglar on the west, the site of 60 km of lateral strike-slip
movement. The present-day gross morphology of the Aladaglar massif and surrounding
basins established during Pliocene. The subsequent geomorphological development in PlioQuaternary time, as well as the development of karst systems, was strongly affected by the
intense uplift of the massif, down-cutting of rivers and by the fluctuations of glaciers in the
Aladaglar Massif.
Further details of local geology and hydrogeology can be found in Bayari and Gurer
(1993a,b), Tekeli, Aksay, Urgun and Isik (1983) and Jaffey and Robertson (2005).
Geomorphology
The Aladaglar massif is elongated from north to south, being limited on the west by the
regional Ecemis sinistral Fault and on the east by Zamanti River (Fig.1). The overall
morphology is well illustrated by the digital elevation models produced from the GIS
"Aladaglar Karst", developed during this study. Morphologically, the northern (Black
Aladag), central and southern (White Aladag) sectors can be distinguished, with the local
relief increasing from north to south.
The high-altitude part of the Aladaglar massif has been severely glaciated during
Pleistocene. Glacial erosion was the dominating factor in the overall surface morphology
development, resulting in the formation of numerous glacial valleys, circuses, narrow jugged
ridges and pyramidal peaks. Our recent studies suggested that the magnitude and extension of
Pleistocene glaciations in Aladaglar was greater than previously thought (Bayari et. al, 2003;
Zreda et al., 2005). Although glacial landforms indicate the existence of numerous episodes
of glacial advances and retreats, evidences for older glaciations are largely erased by the
effects of the last remarkably extensive glaciation. Cosmogenic 36Cl dating of morainic
boulders in the Hacer Valley suggests that it occurred between 9,500 and 7,500 years BP that
corresponds to the so-called Holocene Cooling.
Common glacial valleys extend from source areas at 3100-3300m to altitudes of about
1900-2300m, although some large valleys (such as Hacer, Plate 2) cut as deep as up to 1100m
elevation. Glacial geomorphic processes on the karstified limestone substratum gave rise to
distinct peculiar features known as glaciokarstic morphology. In the valley bottoms, large and
deep (up to 100m) closed glaciokarstic depressions are common, which drained sub-glacial
flow into the karst system. They are separated by prominent glacially eroded rock hills
(roches moutonneés; Plates 3 and 4) and bars. Ridges and tops that separate major glacial
valleys rise up to 3400-3750m.
Glacial valleys morphed during the recent glaciation had entrenched into the already
intensely karstified massif. Fresh rocky surfaces of glacial scouring cut and expose numerous
well-formed shafts and caves of pre-glacial generations. However, while in vertical rock
faces "unwalled" shafts and passage entrances are well preserved (Plates 5 and 6), on
subhorizontal surfaces large amount of rock shatter, intensely generated by strong
contemporary physical weathering, plugs and conceals most of caves. In the high altitude
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valleys and plateau of glacial source areas, recent glacial scouring of prominent mesoforms
on the one hand, and filling of negative mesoforms by weathering shatter on the other hand,
makes appearance of karstified surfaces generally smoother that it can be typically seen in
lower-altitude Alpine karst massifs (Plate 7). Hence, karstic morphology in Aladaglar is
somewhat obscured as compared to typical Alpine karsts.
The area of the remarkable karst landscape, resembling polygonal karst, with numerous
steep-walled depressions, pits and deep karrens, lies along the eastern flanks of the massif,
making a ledge at elevations of 1700-2300m (Plate 8). The area of polygonal karst
morphology coincides with the belt of Cretaceous limestones stretching along the Aladaglar's
eastern flank. In the north-east of Aladaglar and in its southern flank, this type of karst is
immediately adjacent to the retreating cover of ophiolitic mélange (Plate 8, C) and Miocene
conglomerates.
Hydrology
The aquifer associated with Aladaglar covers about 1900 km2. The high-altitude part of
Aladaglar is assumed to be the main recharge areas of karst hydrologic systems that discharge
as large springs at the foot of the massif (Plate 9). Mature karst springs (Yerköprü 3,
Yerköprü 1 and 2, Göksu and Kapuzbasi) are grouped in four main localities on the eastern
flank of the massif, at elevations ranging between 400 and 750m (Fig. 1). The combined
average discharge from the massif to the eastern flank totals about 32 m3/s, while the
individual springs (groups) average discharges vary from 2,6 to 14,2 m3/s. Hydrochemical
and isotopic studies suggest that hydrogeologic connection exists between the high-altitude
recharge areas on the allochtonous carbonates and large springs outflowing from the
autochtonous formation at the main erosion base level of Zamanti River and its tributaries.
The only substancial spring on the western flank of Aladaglar is Pinarbasi, which discharges
about 1,5 m3/s. High degree of flow concentration, together with some peculiarities of
groundwater regime and hydrogeochemistry, suggest presence of well-developed conduit
systems in the depths of the massif. Structural and hydrogeochemical considerations indicate
that the groundwater flow recharged from the high-altitude karst surfaces drains mainly to the
eastern flank springs (Bayari and Gurer, 1993). Recent hydrogeochemical studies during this
project gave further insight into the aquifer structure and behaviour (Ozyurt, 2005).
The overall depth potential for a karst groundwater circulation system, the important
characteristic for evaluation of the potential for a direct cave exploration, is thus well above
2000 meters, being up to 2500-2900m in the best cases. The latter figures suggest that
Aladaglar may contain the deepest karst hydrologic system in the world that would supersede
the currently deepest proven system Cheve in Mexico with its depth of about 2500m.
Karst study and cave exploration challenges in the Aladaglar high mountains
Preliminary studies and reconnaissance observations in the Aladaglar massif, made before
2000, suggested that karst systems here had the complex multiphase evolution guided by
neotectonic processes, paleo-hydrothermal activity, erosional network development and
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glacial fluctuations. Further inferences on the karst evolution and karst hydrology of the
massif required a speleological outlook, but cave data on Aladaglar had been scarce.
In 1992-1993 the speleological club MAD (Magara Arastirma Dernegi) from Ankara
explored several caves in the low-altitude (below 2000m) north-east outskirts of the massif,
including Subatagi Cave (1700m a.s.l., depth 640m), the deepest cave in the area until
recently. In 1992 French expedition (CRS Rhone-Alpes) made a reconnaissance trip across
the high central part of the Aladaglar massif but it did not receive any continuation. The
French cavers also explored Goksu cave resurgence located along Zamanti River at 650 m
elevation (about 100m long upstream exploration of a high-flow passage to a siphon) and
several caves at altitudes of about 1600m in the autochtonous limestones of the Divrik
Mountain. There were some reconnaissance trips of Italian cavers to the area, but they also
were not continued.
Cave explorations at the altitudes above the "deep caves and Alpine Karst optimum" range
(approximately 1600-2600m), pose the known problems. These problems are chiefly related
to the glacial scouring of karst surfaces during Pleistocene glaciations, resulting in
destruction of functional relationships between a karst landscape and cave systems, and in
plugging cave entrances by clastic materials. On the conventional Alpine karst altitudes, the
modern (post-glacial) dissolution is intense enough to restore some of the landscape/caves
relationships during the post-glacial time, and to partially clean out debris filling in the nearsurface zone. At the altitudes above 2800m, contemporary periglacial conditions do not
favour intense dissolution but do favour strong physical weathering and massive shatter
production, which further contributes to the blockage of cave entrances. Open-mouthed shafts
and pits, so numerous on conventional Alpine karst massifs, are rare in Aladaglar. But even if
found, they are commonly blocked by massive snow-and-ice accumulations.
So, it was obvious that realization of the enormous general potential of the Aladaglar
massif for deep caves is a very challenging task that would require development and
implementation of special search and exploration strategy and methods, as well as of specific
cooperation formats.
Aladaglar Karst and Cave Research Project
The Aladaglar Karst and Cave Research Project has been initiated in 2000 by Dr. Serdar
Bayari, Dr. Lutfi Nazik, Koray Tork and Dr. Alexander Klimchouk with the twofold aim: 1)
to advance knowledge of evolution and hydrogeology of the Aladaglar karst through a
combination of speleological explorations and special geomorphological and
hydrogeochemical studies and, 2) to challenge a task to discover and explore super-deep
caves in this high-altitude karst. The idea was to combine the special expertise, cave
exploration experience and resources of the involved scholars and institutions – General
Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration (MTA), Department of Geological
Engineering of the Hacettepe University, Institute of Geological Sciences of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences and the Ukrainian Speleological Association. The challenge to discover
and explore super-deep caves in this particularly difficult environment of the high mountain
karst could be met only through systematic speleological investigations in the area. Large and
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deep caves, if discovered, together with a wealth of regional speleological data, would give
indispensable information to advancing key scientific issues of the Aladaglar karst, - its
evolution and hydrogeology. In turn, special geomorphological and hydrogeochemical
studies would help to develop more efficient strategy and methods for search and exploration
of caves. The cave explorations under the Aladaglar project were integrated into the "Call of
the Abyss" project searching to overpass the 2000m depth mark in caves.
The field activities under the Aladaglar Karst and Cave Research Project included a
reconnaissance trip in October 2000 (10 days, 6 members) and a series of large month-long
expeditions in August 2001 (26 members), August 2002 (28 members), July 2003 (26
members) and July 2004 (30 members). The expeditions were composed of cavers from the
Ukrainian Speleological Association, MAD and HUMAK speleological clubs of Ankara and
karst specialists of MTA and Hacettepe University.
Cave search and exploration in Aladaglar:
approach, methods and progress in 2001-2004
Search for caves
The core part and the first stage of speleological investigations under the project was a
search for caves, and their standard documentation. A search strategy was developed to
account for the above-mentioned specific characteristics of the Aladaglar high mountain
karst. It included the following basic principles:
1. Thorough and systematic ‘total’ search on an area-by-area basis, with special attention to
small openings and cracks that have more chances to remain unplugged than large eyecatching entrances (Plate 10).
2. The search should be focused on specific geomorphological situations favouring to
preserve caves unplugged and hence accessible, e.g. on tops of ridges and at their edges,
internal prominent rock hills within glacial trough valleys (roches moutonneés), in the
vertical rock faces and other places aloof from debris flows (Plate 11). The focus of
search on "hydrologically functionless" areas confronts the conventional caver's wisdom
but it accounts for the specific effects of glacial scouring and subsequent periglacial
conditions.
3. All openings, including sinkholes and blocked pits, should be checked for air draft.
Strong and cold draft, even if it blows from a seemingly impassable boulder choke or a
squeeze, is a good indication of the connection to a large system and signifies that the
obstacles should be further negotiated using special efforts and methods.
4. Search for caves should be accompanied by a complete documentation of inspected
objects and their registration to a large-scale map.
5. Special geomorphological and structural investigations and mapping, aimed to reveal
factors that favour cave location and accessibility, should accompany search efforts to
give directions to areas of closest attention.
Cave inventory
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This strategy has proven its efficiency. The expeditions in 2001, 2002 and 2003 resulted in
exploration of almost 150 caves with the total depth of 5240m, not counting the deepest
Kuzgun Cave. Of them 32 caves are deeper than 50m and 12 caves are deeper than 100m.
Fifty-seven explored caves are located above 3000m altitude, the highest entrance being
located at 3410m. The cave inventory is managed using the SpeleoBase program and the cave
data are registered and integrated into GIS "Aladaglar Karst". Fig.1 shows a view to the 3D
model of Aladaglar, one of the outputs of this GIS, which proven to be very useful for for
managing cave search and inventory, as well as for geomorphological and tectonic analysis.
Cave locations on the models are shown by small red dots.
A thorough and systematic search, exploration and documentation of caves laid a basis for
the Aladaglar cave inventory, which serves to various scientific needs as well as to the task of
revealing of deep cave systems.
Breaking to depth
Systematic exploration of caves in Aladaglar has revealed several problems, specific to a
high altitude karst, in accessing deep systems. Some of them were foreseen while others were
realized in the course of the work.
The first set of problems is attributive to pits and shafts opened to the surface. They are
normally heavily blocked by debris plugs formed due to the high intensity of contemporary
physical weathering, or by snow-ice accumulations (Fig. 2, A-C). Another type of blockage is
plugging of pits by a kind of cemented diamicts deposited from melting at the base of
accumulated ice columns that contained weathering clasts (Fig. 2, D). Such meltout diamicts
represent a type of cave deposits which has not been recognized previously, so it deserves a
characterization in a separate paper. Because of various types of blockages, single pits of
varying depths constitute a majority of documented caves. The above-mentioned focus in the
search strategy on the specific geomorphic situations which favored to preserve caves
unplugged, helped to find several caves among the many explored where it was possible to go
farther than the first pit.
The second problem is that inclined passages ("meanders") between pits at depths up to
approximately 200m in larger caves are commonly critically narrow and not penetrable. This
is because flow concentration in such depth interval is not sufficient to develop wider
meanders. In result of rapid uplift of the Aladaglar massif during Pleistocene-Holocene, cave
streams downcut quickly forming high (few to 20-30m) but narrow (10-30cm) meanders
(Fig.3). In this situation, breaking into a deep system is possible only through a hard work on
enlarging a passable way through such narrow passages in most promising caves.
After two expeditions devoted to the systematic search (in 2001 and 2002), several caves
have been selected as targets for special efforts during the expedition of 2003, to free up
narrow meanders and break to depth. In the Kemikli trough valley such caves were 185m
deep Gulcitay Cave with the entrance at the altitude 3050m (Plate 11, B), and 125m deep
Kosmodrom Cave located at 3010m. Two weeks of hard digging efforts gave slow advance
in both caves but in the middle of the expedition another large cave has been discovered and
captured all attention.
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The cave, named Kuzgun (=Crown's Cave in Turkish), had been found on a small ledge
near the top of an elongated rock hill in the middle section of the Kemikli valley, at the
altitude of 2840m (the location is shown on Fig.1, see Plate 2 and Plate 10, right photo). The
cave was a complex structure consisting of several generations of cavities. It provided an
easy access to depth of -180m where narrow meanders suspended the exploration. The
remaining two weeks of the 2003 expedition had been spent to free up these meanders. The
major breakthrough had been made two days before the end of the expedition. During the
remaining very last day the cave was explored in a single trip to the depth of -400m. Greater
dimensions of the deeper part of the cave, several effluences and tributaries left unexplored,
strong air draft and the open continuation with a large pit ahead - all suggested that one of
large cave systems of Aladaglar had been eventually opened. Further exploration of Kuzgun
Cave had been left for the subsequent year.
Expedition of July 2004: Kuzgun Cave
Kuzgun Cave was a main target of the project expedition in July 2004. During 20 days of
operations in the cave it has been pushed from -400m to -1400m, possibly the greatest depth
advance ever made during a single expedition. The cave became the second deepest cave in
Turkey and in Asia, after Evren Gunay Mehmed Ali Dudeni in the western part of Taurus,
pushed in August 2004 by Turkish and Bulgarian cavers from –1377m –1429m.
The present Kuzgun Cave morphometry is as follows:
- Depth: 1400m (of them 1000m surveyed in the 2004 expedition)
- Length: 3187m (of them 2075m surveyed in the 2004 expedition)
- Total vertical length of the survey network: 2080m (of them 1350m surveyed in the 2004
expedition)
Kuzgun Cave has been explored and surveyed to the depth of 1400m in the main branch,
and to the depth of –600m in the Veterok branch that deviates from the main one at –480m
(Fig. 4). In both branches several open leads remained unexplored. The exploration in 2004
has been stopped due to the lack of time and equipment.
Kuzgun is a truly remarkable and important cave that integrates at least three generations
of cavities:
1. Pre-glacial vadose invasion cave consisting of vertical pits and shafts (cascades of
pitches) alternating with inclined meanders, - a typical alpine cave system. Pitch-ramp
morphological assemblages, characteristic for many alpine caves in rapidly uplifting
mountains, are clearly identifiable and common in the cave (Fig. 3, Plate 12). At the depths
below 120-140m the pre-glacial shafts bear clear signs of active contemporary dissolution.
The entrance is a vertical pit of this generation, decapitated by glacial scouring at the top of a
rocky hill (Plate 2 and Plate 10, right photo). In the plan and profile this genera of cavities is
shown by a yellow-pale (above –400m) and white (below –400m) backgrounds. The cave
splits into several branches in the meandering interval of -480… -550m. The progression of
the main branch is generally very steep, with several intervals of more gentle gradient at -
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180, -480…-500…-550m, -670…-700m, -1060m and -1100…-1110m. The nature of these
"tiers" is structural rather than evolutionary.
2) Ancient (Late Miocene?) cavities represented by large steeply inclined chambers with
massive flowstone formations of various ages (Plates 13 and 14). A large series of cavities of
this genus was intercepted by the vadose shaft system at depth of 130m. This series, called
French Kiss (shown by a light-brown background on the cave plan and profile), has a vertical
extend of 140m. It is likely that a chamber that lies between -300 and -330m, also belongs to
this type.
3) Presumably hydrothermal cavities (shown by a pink background on the plan and profile)
represented by a series of chambers of considerable sizes encountered by the invasion system
at the depth interval of 150…170m, and by several seemingly isolated pockets of few
decimetres to few meters in cross-section, truncated by the vadose shafts at various depth. A
smooth ceiling morphology with domes and cupolas, dark red-brown thin (up to 0.5cm)
ferriferous crust on dissolution surfaces and a characteristic crust of palisade-like calcite
crystals, that almost completely lines such chambers and pockets, are indicative of cavities of
this type. The crystal crust is 10-20cm thick and brown-reddish in colour. There are also
boxwork-like formations in some places. Hydrothermal cavities are probably truncated by the
vadose system in many places, in the upper parts of passages and shafts, as suggested by the
presence of broken fragments of the crystal crust on the floor in many localities.
In the plan view (Fig. 5) the cave displays a complex structure up to depth of about 500m.
Starting from -480m, the main branch stretches generally to east, along the glacial valley
axis, zigzagging between NEE and SEE fragments. However, the Veterok branch displays a
separate trend to south-east.
The upper part of the cave (above -400m) contains an enormous variety of secondary
formations, such as various types of diversely coloured stalactites, stalagmites and flowstones
of several generations, helictites and crystals (Plate 15). Among crystals, there are remarkable
large frost-like assemblages of presumably aerosol origin (Plate 16). There are unusual
formations still need to be classified (for instance, Plate 17). Ongoing special investigations
of mineral formations and sediments of Kuzgun Cave will give much information about
speleogenesis and evolution of karst in the region.
Preliminary conclusions
The Aladaglar Karst and Cave Research Project has proven to be very successful in terms
of both cave exploration and studies of karst hydrogeology, geomorphology and evolution. A
scientific approach to cave search and exploration, adjusted to specific features of glacial and
post-glacial geomorphic processes in high mountains and combined with a well trained and
organized caving force, has allowed discovering a deep cave system in the conditions
previously regarded as unfavorable, if not hopeless, for finding deep caves. Together with
regional cave inventory information, special studies in Kuzgun Cave will provide a clue to
solving major problems of karst evolution in the Aladaglar Mountains.
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Considering huge general potential for deep caves in Aladaglar, Kuzgun Cave has very
good chances to become the second deepest cave in the world, if not the second cave on Earth
deeper than 2000m.
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Figure and plate captions (in the order of their appearance in the article):
Fig. 1. Physiography of the Aladaglar Massif. The drawing is based on the digital elevation
model and GIS "Aladaglar Karst and Caves". Distribution of explored caves is shown by
small red dots, major springs are indicated by blue dots. Compiled by A.Klimchouk and
S.Bayari.
Plate 1. View from Kuzgun Cave, Kemikli valley, eastward, to Divrik Mountain and Zamanti
River. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.
Plate 2. Hacer glacial valley and its paleo-source area – Yedigoller plateau (bakground,
right). Photo by A.Kopchinsky.
Plate 3. Kemikli glacial valley. The entrance to Kuzgun Cave is located at the top of a
glacially eroded rock hill (roches moutonneés). Photo by A.Klumchouk.
Plate 4. A glaciokarstic depression (the camp place) and a glacially eroded rock hill (roches
moutonneés) in the Kemikli glacial valley.
Plate 5. Unwalled shafts in the northern side of the Kemikli valley. An entirely unwalled
shaft continued by a meander erased by the glacier. Traces of this meander are identified in
the slope beneath. A boulder pile at the left, with some boulders bearing fragments of the
shaft dissolution surface, indicates that the wall destroyed after the glaciation.
Plate 6. Unwalled shafts and cave entrances in the northern side of the Hacer valley. The
upper arrow on photo B point to the entrance of a shaft (Profesor's Cave) that opens to the
wall 130m below (lower arrow). The wall between the shaft and the vertical rock face is 320m wide. A similar shaft in the right side of the rock face can be well seen from below,
through its lower outlet. Such situations are numerous on subvertical walls of glacial walleys,
Plate 7. Appearance of the high altitude glaciokarstic landscape in Aladaglar. Glacial
scouring in the recent past makes appearance of karstified surfaces generally smoother that it
can be typically seen in lower-altitude Alpine karst massifs. A = Yedigoller Plateau, a paleosource area for the Hacer valley glacier at the altitudes of 3100-3400m; B = Harmancik
Plateau, a paleo-source area for the Kemikli valley glacier at the altitudes of 3100-3200m.
Photos by E.Medvedeva (A) and A.Kopchinsky (B).
Plate 9. The Kapusbasi group of springs (left) and Goksu spring (right) – some of the major
resurgences of the Aladaglar karst system.
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Plate 10. Shafts with small entrances, remained after glaciers scoured away upper sections of
caves, have more chances to remain unplugged by debris and snow accumulations. Left =
Gocholo Cave, right – Kuzgun Cave.
Plate 11. The search for large caves was focused on specific geomorphological situations
preventing debris flow into openings. A = Pyrr's Victory Cave is located at the upper steep
part of the ridge slope, in a debris flow "shadow". However, this 130m-deep shaft is filled
with snow-ice, as it is not protected from snow accumulation. B = the entrance to 185m-deep
Gulchitay Cave was created by a weathering niche that intercepted a vadose shaft inside the
ridge. Because of glacial rearrangement of the relief, the shaft itself has opening to the
surface.
Fig. 2. Different types of blockages responsible for plugging open-mouth shafts in the highmountain karst.
Fig. 3. A sketch illustrating the development of a pitch-ramp morphology. Vertical pits can
readily enlarge in diameter even by small water flows, while flow concentration within the
upper part of vadose zone is not sufficient to develop wide meanders when flow migrates
laterally along bedding planes. In result of rapid uplift of the Aladaglar massif during
Pleistocene-Holocene, cave streams downcut quickly forming high but narrow meanders
between vertical pits.
Fig.4. Kuzgun Cave profile.
Fig. 5. Kuzgun Cave plan.
Plate 12. A pitch-ramp morphology in Kuzgun Cave, a descent to a narrow meander at the
bottom of a pit. The Pysanka meander at –180m.
Plate 13. A heavily decorated chamber in the French Kiss Series, Kuzgun Cave.
Plate 14. Flowstone formations in Kuzgun Cave. On the photo A, a massive ancient
flowstone, that shows signs of dissolution, is partly covered by a more recent flowstone.
Plate 15. Formations in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.
Plate 16. Frost-like formations of presumably aerosol origin in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by
S.Ljakhovets.
Plate 17. Unusual formations in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.
Plate 18. Members of the Aladaglar-2003 expedition, when Kuzgun Cave had been
discovered and explored to –400m.
Plate 19. Members of the Aladaglar-2004 expedition, when Kuzgun Cave had been explored
to –1400m.

Fig. 1. Physiography of the Aladaglar Massif. The drawing is based on the digital elevation model and
GIS "Aladaglar Karst and Caves". Distribution of explored caves is shown by small red dots, major
springs are indicated by blue dots. Compiled by A.Klimchouk and S.Bayari.

Plate 1. View from Kuzgun Cave, Kemikli valley, eastward, to Divrik Mountain and Zamanti River.
Photo by S.Ljakhovets.

Plate 2. Hacer glacial valley and its paleo-source area – Yedigoller plateau (bakground, right). Photo
by A.Kopchinsky.

Plate 3. Kemikli glacial valley. The entrance to Kuzgun Cave is located at the top of a glacially
eroded rock hill (roches moutonneés). Photo by A.Klumchouk.

Plate 4. A glaciokarstic depression (the camp place) and a glacially eroded rock hill (roches
moutonneés) in the Kemikli glacial valley.

Plate 5. Unwalled shafts in the northern side of the Kemikli valley. An entirely unwalled shaft
continued by a meander erased by the glacier. Traces of this meander are identified in the slope
beneath. A boulder pile at the left, with some boulders bearing fragments of the shaft dissolution
surface, indicates that the wall destroyed after the glaciation.

Plate 6. Unwalled shafts and cave entrances in the northern side of the Hacer valley. The upper arrow
on photo B point to the entrance of a shaft (Profesor's Cave) that opens to the wall 130m below (lower
arrow). The wall between the shaft and the vertical rock face is 3-20m wide. A similar shaft in the
right side of the rock face can be well seen from below, through its lower outlet. Such situations are
numerous on subvertical walls of glacial walleys,

Plate 7. Appearance of the high altitude glaciokarstic landscape in Aladaglar. Glacial scouring in the
recent past makes appearance of karstified surfaces generally smoother that it can be typically seen in
lower-altitude Alpine karst massifs. A = Yedigoller Plateau, a paleo-source area for the Hacer valley
glacier at the altitudes of 3100-3400m; B = Harmancik Plateau, a paleo-source area for the Kemikli
valley glacier at the altitudes of 3100-3200m. Photos by E.Medvedeva (A) and A.Kopchinsky (B).

Plate 8. Polygonal karst
morphology in Aladaglar at
altitudes of 1700-2400m.: A
and B = the area stretching
along the eastern flanks of the
Aladaglar Massif, C = the area
at the Aladaglar's southern
flank.

Plate 9. The Kapusbasi group of springs (left) and Goksu spring (right) – some of the major
resurgences of the Aladaglar karst system.

Plate 10. Shafts with small entrances, remained after glaciers scoured away upper sections of caves,
have more chances to remain unplugged by debris and snow accumulations. Left = Gocholo Cave,
right – Kuzgun Cave.

Plate 11. The search for large caves was
focused on specific geomorphological
situations preventing debris flow into
openings. A = Pyrr's Victory Cave is
located at the upper steep part of the
ridge slope, in a debris flow "shadow".
However, this 130m-deep shaft is filled
with snow-ice, as it is not protected from
snow accumulation. B = the entrance to
185m-deep Gulchitay Cave was created
by a weathering niche that intercepted a
vadose shaft inside the ridge. Because of
glacial rearrangement of the relief, the
shaft itself has opening to the surface.

Fig. 2. Different types of blockages responsible for plugging open-mouth shafts in the high-mountain
karst.

Fig. 3. A sketch illustrating the development of a pitch-ramp morphology. Vertical pits can readily
enlarge in diameter even by small water flows, while flow concentration within the upper part of
vadose zone is not sufficient to develop wide meanders when flow migrates laterally along bedding
planes. In result of rapid uplift of the Aladaglar massif during Pleistocene-Holocene, cave streams
downcut quickly forming high but narrow meanders between vertical pits.

Fig.4. Kuzgun Cave profile.

Fig. 5. Kuzgun Cave plan.

Plate 12. A pitch-ramp morphology in Kuzgun Cave, a descent to a narrow meander at the bottom of a
pit. The Pysanka meander at –180m.

Plate 13. A heavily decorated chamber in the French Kiss Series, Kuzgun Cave.

Plate 14. Flowstone formations in Kuzgun Cave. On the photo A, a massive ancient flowstone, that
shows signs of dissolution, is partly covered by a more recent flowstone.

Plate 15. Formations in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.

Plate 16. Frost-like formations of presumably aerosol origin in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.

Plate 17. Unusual formations in Kuzgun Cave. Photo by S.Ljakhovets.

Plate 18. Members of the Aladaglar-2003 expedition, when Kuzgun Cave had been discovered and
explored to –400m.

Plate 19. Members of the Aladaglar-2004 expedition, when Kuzgun Cave had been explored to –
1400m.

